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Abstract 
Stover, CR., The equivalence of certain categories of twisted Lie and Hopf algebras over a 
commutative ring, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 86 (1993) 289-326. 
The category of connected, twisted Lie algebras over a commutative ring 91, which includes 
ordinary connected graded Lie algebras over !X, is shown to be equivalent via an enveloping 
construction to a category of ‘connected !HS,-Hopf algebras with commutative comultiplica- 
tion’. Along the way, a PBW-like decomposition is obtained for the enveloping object of any 
connected, twisted Lie algebra, and free twisted Lie algebras are shown to admit an St-module 
basis of simple (left-normed) brackets of generators. 
Introduction 
Let 91 be a commutative ring with unit. As introduced by Barratt ([l], see also 
[5] and [7]), a twisted Lie algebra over ?Ii (or !XHC,-Lie algebra in our system of 
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and permutation group actions 
L,, @ !N -c,, -+ L,, 
that satisfy certain ‘Lie identities’ (5.2). The category of SIX,-Lie algebras 
includes the ordinary signed (or unsigned) graded Lie algebras over !R as the 
objects for which the permutation group actions are through signs (or trivial). 
More general SIC:,-Lie algebras with !)i = Z[J--‘I or !)i = Z/nZ arise naturally in 
unstable homotopy theory [l, 5, 131. 
The main theorem of this paper (Theorem 8.4) is that, for any commutative 
ring with unit !N, the category ‘!NZ,-Lie‘ of connected !)iZ,-Lie algebras is 
equivalent to a category ‘!NZ:,-Hopf’ of ‘connected !)t_Z,-Hopf algebras with 
commutative comultiplication’. More specifically, every L E !JiC,-Lie has an 
‘enveloping !)iZ,:-algebra’, EL E !)iZ’,-Hopf, and every A E !)iX:,-Hopf has an 
‘!)i_Z,,:-Lie algebra of primitives’, PA E !)iX:,-Lie. Theorem 8.4 states that certain 
natural maps EPA ‘-A and LA PEL are isomorphisms for every A E !HZ,- 
Hopf and L E !)iZ’,,-Lie. As part of the proof, we establish a natural ‘Poincare- 
Birkhoff-Witt-like’ decomposition (Theorem 11.3) for the enveloping !)iX,- 
algebra of any L E !NX,-Lie. We also show that the !)iX,:-Lie analogue of a tensor 
algebra admits an !)I-module decomposition (Theorem 10.6) as a direct sum of 
tensor products: a consequence is that a free !)iZ,-Lie algebra has an !X-module 
basis of simple (left-normed) brackets of generators. 
Fundamental to this paper is the view that %1X,-Lie algebras and related 
objects consist of !~i2’~-modules with additional structure. An !)i2’,-module (2.2) 
is nothing more than a graded !N-module {M,,, M,, Ad?,. . .} such that the 
permutation group on n letters, S,,, acts on M,, for each n 2 0. Just as ordinary 
!)I-algebras, Lie algebras, Hopf algebra, etc., can be described in terms of maps 
between tensor products of !)I-modules, we can define !HZ*-algebras, %X,-Lie 
algebras, !)iZ,-Hopf algebras, etc., by strict formal analogy once we have defined 
the tensor product M C3 N of INS,-modules M and N. In order to have an induced 
S,, action on (M @3 N), , it is necessary to ‘enlarge’ the usual tensor product of 
graded !)I-modules (2.6 and 9.7). 
This enlarged character of the !)iZ:,-tensor product in comparison to the 
ordinary graded tensor product is the source of our ability to prove certain results 
for !)iZ,-objects, where 91 can be any commutative ring, whose strict formal 
analogues for graded !)i-objects can be false unless !)i is a Q-algebra. One result of 
this kind is our main theorem, which includes the assertions that a connected 
!IiX,-Lie algebra maps onto the primitive elements in its enveloping SIX,-algebra 
(Theorem 8.4(ii)), and also that every connected !)iZ’,-Hopf algebra is primitively 
generated (Theorem 8.4(i)). (Counterexamples to the corresponding assertions 
for ordinary graded objects are easy to find when !)i = lFz, for instance.) 
We thank the reviewer for prompting us to seek some explanation, beyond the 
technicalities of the proofs, for this phenomenon. What we have found will 
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require another paper [12] to discuss properly, but can be summarized here. It 
turns out that ordinary enveloping algebras of ordinary Lie algebras are not only 
cocommutative Hopf algebras, as is well known, but are in fact what we call 
codivided Hopf algebras, where the notion of a codivided Hopf algebra IS, roughly 
speaking, dual to the notion of a commutative Hopf algebra that has divided 
power operations [2-41 defined on its augmentation ideal, these operations being 
required to interact well with the comultiplication. Just as a Hopf algebra has a 
Lie algebra (with p-restriction operations if p. 1 = 0 in !Ji) of primitives, a 
codivided Hopf algebra has an ordinary Lie algebra (without restriction oper- 
ations) of divided primitives, which is contained in, but possibly not equal to, the 
primitives. Both the category of modules over a Q-algebra, and the category of 
!JiX,-modules over any commutative !Ji, have a special property (9.10 below) that 
implies an equivalence between the notions of cocommutative Hopf algebra and 
codivided Hopf algebra in these categories, and between the notions of primitive 
and divided primitive. One might ask, therefore, whether our main theorem, and 
its analogue for graded objects over a Q-algebra, generalizes when the concepts 
of a cocommutative Hopf algebra and primitive are replaced by the concepts of 
codivided Hopf algebra and divided primitive. Specifically, does an ordinary Lie 
algebra L over a commutative ring !JZ map surjectively to the divided primitives in 
its enveloping algebra, and is it the case that all connected graded codivided Hopf 
algebras over 91 are generated by their divided primitives? The answer is yes to 
the first question at least when the underlying !Ji-module of L is free, and yes to 
the second at least when !Ji is a field. 
The organization of the present paper is as follows. After preliminaries in 
Section 1, we define in Section 2 the category of !JiC,-modules and the tensor 
product functor on this category. It is then largely a matter of lifting formal 
arguments from the usual theory (e.g. [ll, 141) to discuss !JU,-algebras and 
!JiX:,-coalgebras (Section 3), !JlC,-bialgebras and ?JiX,-Hopf algebras (Section 4), 
!JiZ,-Lie algebras (Section 5), tensor !JiZ,-algebras and similar ‘tensor !Ji_Z,-Lie 
algebras’ (Section 6), and enveloping !JiX,-algebras of !JiC:,-Lie algebras (Section 
7). Our main theorem is stated in Section 8. Section 9 begins a more concrete 
look at the underlying graded !Ji-modules of some of the !JlZ,-constructions we 
have defined. This is continued in Section 10, which presents the decomposition 
for tensor !JiX,-Lie algebras, and in Section 11, which presents the PBW-like 
decomposition for enveloping !JiX,-algebras. The proof of the main theorem is 
completed in Sections 12 and 13. A concluding Section 14 discusses some 
connections, not brought forward in the course of the main argument, between 
categories of !JlC,-objects and graded !Ji-objects. 
A few special cases of our results have appeared previously. Barratt’s main 
theorem in [l] is that a free XX,-Lie algebra L embeds in its enveloping 
ZX,-algebra EL. His work involves interesting Dynkin-Specht-Wever operators 
as well as a description of free Z,X,,-Lie algebras that is quite different from ours. 
Joyal in [7, p. 1491 uses the classical PBW theorem to prove a result that is 
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essentially our Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt decomposition (Theorem 11.3) in the 
case when 9i is a field of characteristic zero. 
We have adopted conventions (e.g. 1.1 and 2.2) that seemed most appropriate 
for the applications in unstable homotopy theory [5,13]. Throughout the paper, 
?li will denote a commutative ring with unit, and tensor products of ungraded 
objects are taken over !I unless explicitly indicated otherwise. 
1. Preliminaries concerning permutation groups 
1.1. For a non-negative integer n, write (1,. . . , n} for the set of integers i 
satisfying 1~ i 4 n. The elements of the permutation group 2, are the bijective 
functions from the set { 1, . . . , n} to itself. Note that SC, as well as C, has exactly 
one element. We use the notational convention that functions act from the left: 
hence the product (+o T of elements (~,r E Z,, is defined by (voT)(~) = a(~(i)). 
1.2. Arrangement notation. We will sometimes represent a permutation CT E -I?,, by 
the n-tuple (a-‘(l), . . . , cm’ (n)). The appropriateness of this convention in our 
context should become clearer below. 
1.3. Given integers p, 2 0,. . . , pk 2 0 with n = p, + . . . + pk, we have a standard 
inclusion _VZ,], X . . . x Cpk c _I$, induced by the order preserving bijection 
(1,. ..,p,}*...*{l,..., p,}+(l)..., n}, where for linearly ordered sets L 
and M we define L * M to be the linearly ordered set whose underlying set is 
L u M, and whose ordering is such that L and M are linearly ordered subsets 
with 1~ m for all 1 E L, m E M. Given 4, E J$,,,, . . . , & E spPk, we will write 
$1 x . . . x & E 2, for the image of (4,). . . ,4,) E J$,, X . . . X -& under the 
standard inclusion. 
1.4. Permutations acting on blocks. Let p,, . . . , pk be non-negative integers with 
p, +..- + pk = n. For each i with 1~ i 5 k, let Li be a linearly ordered set with pi 
elements. Given cr E S,, define %p 
<r ‘(I) 
,,,,,, >,,_,,,,(a) E -IS,, to be the composition 
(1,. . . , n}+L,*.. . * L, + L,-y,) *. . . * Lc-~ckj+ (1,. . . , n> , 
where the first and third maps are the order preserving bijections and where the 
second map is the identity on elements. Note that g,.,,,,,(g) = (T. 
1.5. Proposition. (i) For all (T,T E Zk, we have 
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(ii) For all crEs,, $lE~,,,,,..,&ES,,k~ we have 
8 
p,,-I(I).. ..p,,-I(k) (fl)“(4,x...x4,) 
1.6. Extended modules over group rings. Let G be a group, and let H C G be a 
subgroup. (Our interest is in the standard inclusions C,,, x . . . x Z,,,, C 2, .) Given 
a right !IiG-module M, we can consider M to be a right !Ii H-module by 
restriction. Given a right !BH-module N, the right action of %G on itself induces 
a right action of !)I G on the %-module N @!HH !IiG, where the tensor product is 
defined using the obvious left action of 91 H on !)iG. 
1.7. Proposition. (i) There is a natural one-to-one correspondence of morphisms 
Horn:,,,,,, QtH !HG, M)+ Horn,,, (N, M) 
that associates to N BnH !H G 1’ M the obvious composition 
N--N@ :HH !I H* N C3& 91 G L M 
(ii) When H has finite index in G, there is a natural one-to-one correspondence 
of morphisms 
Horn&M, N)z Hom,,,(M, N @!,IH SIG) 
that associates to ML N the map M 3 N CZ&, ?XG that sends an element 
m E M to the element 
where the summation is taken over the members of some set S C G whose 
intersection with every right coset Hg of H in G consists of exactly one element. 
(The deBnition is independent of the choice of the set S.) 
We will eventually want to work with specific set S of right coset representatives 
for ,Xp,, x . . . x Z,,,, C Z,, . The details are postponed until Section 9. ’ 
For the reader who finds part (ii) unfamiliar, we remark that if 
Hom,,(!BG, N) is given the right %G-action that is induced by the left action of 
%G on itself, then we have a map N (81%~ ‘3 G -% Hom,,(%G, N) of right YIG 
modules defined so that a(n @ g)( g’) = ngg’ if gg’ E H, and a(n 63 g)( g’) = 0 if 
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gg’$H. The map LY is an isomorphism when H has finite index in G, and in this 
case the composite natural l-1 correspondence 
Hom,dM, N) --% Hom!,,,;(M, N &,, !IiG) 
z Hom,,,(M, Hom,,,(%G, N)) 
agrees with 
Hom,,,(M, N): Hom!,,,,(M @!,tC; !NG, N) 
.y Hom,,,(M, Hom,,,,,(!hG, N)) , 
where .9(f)(m)(g) = f(m 8 g) is the standard adjunction of 69 and Horn. 
2. %H*,-modules and tensor products 
2.1. Graded !)i-modules. A graded !)I-module X is a collection { Xn},,l,, of 
?N-modules X,, indexed by the non-negative integers. (We will not be considering 
the direct sum of the X,,‘s.) A map X + Y of graded !)I-modules is a collection of 
maps X,, * Y,, of !)i-modules. 
2.2. !)iC,-modules. An !liC:,-module M is a graded !N-module together with a 
right C,, action M,, @ %2’,, + M,, for each n 2 0. A map M + N of !)iZ, -modules is 
a collection of maps M,, + N,, of right !)iC,, modules. 
2.3. An !NZ,-module M will be called connected if and only if M,, = 0. 
2.4. An example in homotopy theory. Let X be a co-H space. Write X’“’ for the 
n-fold smash product of X. Given CT E Z,, , define XC”‘-% X’“’ by 
a,(x, A . . . A x,,) = x,-I(,) A . . . A x,, I(,,) 
One checks that (aor)# = (T#oT#. Given another space Y, we can define a 
connected BZ’,-module L by L,, = [SX’“‘, Y],nzl,whereforfEL,,and~EC,, 
we define fo (T E L,, to be the composite homotopy class SX(“)o#‘ SX (II) J+ Y. 
The ZZ,: module L is in fact a connected ZC,-Lie algebra (5.2) in a natural way. 
For more details, see [ 11, [5], and [13]. 
2.5. Ordinary graded tensor product. Given graded !N-modules X and Y we will in 
this paper use the notation X69!,, Y for the graded !)i-module with (X@:,, Y), = 
@,I+,=. X,1 @ Y,. 
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2.6. !Rl$.-tensor product. The k-fold !)iC.-tensor product (or simply tensor prod- 
uct) M, 8. . @ M, of the !K$,-modules M,, . . , M, is the !RZ,-module defined 
by 
The right !H_Z,-action on (M, 63. . .C3 Mk)n is as in 1.6. We will write m, @I * * . 
@mm, and (rn,CS.. . (2 m,) 0 u for the S-module generators (m, 8. . .@3 mk) 63 1 
and (m, C3.. .@mm,)@a of 
A collection of maps f, : M, + N,, . . . , fk : M, + Nk of !HS,-modules induces a 
map f,@...@f,: M,@...@MM,+N,@.. . @I Nk of !KZ,-modules in the obvi- 
ous way. 
2.7. In view of the first part of Proposition 1.7, a map f : M, @. . . @ M, -+ N of 
!I_$,-modules corresponds naturally to a collection of component mups 
of right !ji(&, x . . . x _YS,J modules. 
2.8. In view of the second part of Proposition 1.7, a map g : M+ N, @. . .@J Nk 
of !IiC,-modules corresponds naturally to a collection of component maps 
g ,,,,___,,, k: M,,, ..+,~,~(N,),,~...~(N,)l,k’ P~‘~,...~pk~‘~ 
of right !Ii(Zp, x . . . x X,),,) modules. 
2.9. Associativify. There is a natural isomorphism of LX,-modules 
CM,,, @. . . @ M,,,,) 8. . . @ (M,,, 8. * * 8 M,,,,) 
~M,,,~...~M,,,,~...~M,,,~...~M,,,, 
that sends a !H-module generator 
(((ml.l @’ ’ ’ @ ml.k ,) 0 u, ) 63 . . f @ ((m,., C3 . . . @ m,.k,) 0 a,)) 0 7 
to the element 
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where m ‘,I E (Mi.j)p,.,’ a, E -c,,, 7 E z,,, pi,, + . . . + Pi.k, = 4,t 91 + . . . + 41 = lz. 
2.10. Commutativity. Let (Y E _Sk. In view of part (ii) of Proposition 1.5, there is a 
natural isomorphism of ?JiX,-modules 
that sends a generator (m, 81. . . C3 mk) 0 (T to the element 
wherem,E(M,), ,,..., m,E(M,)Pk, (TEZ,,, n=p,+...+p,. 
Given two permutations cu,p E X,, we have in view of part (i) of Proposition 
1.5 that (Doa), = P#o(Y# : M, ~...~M,~M,,,,,~I,,,~.-.~~~~,,,~I~~). We 
will often write T in place of (2, l)# for the exchange map M @ N+ N @ M. 
2.11. Unit. By abuse of notation we will write !H for the !JiZ,-module with 
91, = !Ji and !H = 0 for II 2 1. We have obvious natural isomorphisms of !JiC,- 
modules !Ji @ R ^I M z M @ !H for any !JiS,-module M. 
2.12. Reduced tensor product. If C and D are %X,-modules of the form 
C = !Ji@ IC and D = !Ji @ ID, then we define C A D = 91 @(ZC@ ID). Note the 
obvious projection C@ D+ C A D. 
3. #Z *-algebras and ?RX *-coalgebras 
3.1. An >JiX.+-algebra (always associative with unit) is an !JiC,-module A, to- 
gether with !HS,-module maps A @ A LA and 91& A, such that the compo- 
sitions 
are equal, and such that the compositions 
are both equal to the identity. 
3.2. We can u;z the component maps A, @ A, 3 A 
map A @!,l A---b 
p+q (2.7) of p to define a 
A of graded St-modules. It is straightforward to verify that the 
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associativity and unit conditions on p and 77 are equivalent to the corresponding 
conditions on p:H and 7. Thus (A, P!,~, 7) is a graded !Ii-algebra in the usual sense, 
but with the special property that the component maps pP,q of the multiplication 
are !R(_EP X ,Z,)-linear. 
Given xEA, and yEA,, we will often write xy E A,,,, for the element 
k&(x @ Y). 
3.3. A !NZ,-algebra A is connected iff !)iA A,, is an S-module isomorphism. 
3.4. An augmentation of a ZRH*-algebra A is an !)iZ,-algebra map AA!H, 
where the !NS:,-algebra structure of !R is the obvious one. 
3.5. An !)ix.-algebra A is commutative iff A 63 A --% A is equal to the composi- 
tion A@AA A @ A * A. Concretely, 
XY = (YX> o q,pKL 1)) 
forallxEA,,andyEA,. 
3.6. Example. Let A be the ordinary free associative (but not commutative) 
graded !H-algebra on a set of generators XC A,. A becomes a commutative 
!IiZ,-algebra if we define the group actions A,, @3%X, + A,, by 
where u E Z,, and each x, E X. 
3.7. The tensor p;gTduct of %H*-algebras A and B is the !IiZ,-module A @ B with 
unit %i G 318 ‘31- A @ B and multiplication 
Concretely, 
= ((a,a,> @ (b,b,)) o ~,,,.Pz.q,,42((1~ 3,2, 4)j” (a, x ~~1) 
for all a, E A,,,, a2 E A,,*, b, E BY,’ bz E BY29 VI E ~p,+~,~ and u2 E %pz+q*. 
3.8. An 912,-coalgebra (always associative with counit) is an KS,-module C, 
together with !NC,-module maps Cd’ C@C and CA 8, such that the 
compositions 
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are equal, and such that the compositions 
are both equal to the identity. 
3.9. Wed:m use the component maps C,>+, AC,,@C, (2.8) of A to define a 
map C-4 CO,, C of graded %i-modules. It is straightforward to verify that the 
associativity and counit conditions on A and F are equivalent to the corresponding 
conditions on A!, and E. Thus (C, A,, , E) is a graded !X-coalgebra in the usual 
sense, but with the special property that the component maps A,,,, of the 
comultiplication are !li(Zp X C,)-linear. 
3.10. An !)i,X:,-coalgebra C is connected iff Co--% !Ii is an !li-module iso- 
morphism. 
3.11. An augmentation of an !HZ,-coalgebra C ‘is an !liC,-coalgebra map 
‘31-% C, where the SiZ,-coalgebra structure of $H is the obvious one. 
3.12. An !)i_E,-coalgebra C is commutative iff CA 
composition C-L 
C@ C is equal to the 
C@CL C @ C. In terms of the component maps A,., of A, 
it is a3 straightforward exercise to show that C is commutative if and only if 
C I’ + 4 2 C,, @ C, is equal to the composition 
for all p,q, where the third map in the composition is the obvious !H-module 
isomorphism. Note that this composition is, a priori, a homomorphism of 
!li(S,l x X,)-modules by part (ii) of Proposition 1.5. 
3.13. The tensor product of !U,-coalgebras C and D is the !U,-module C@ D 
with counit C@ D F@F - !Ii @ !Ii G !I and comultiplication 
C@D% C@C@D@D=C@D@CCD 
3.14. Proposition. Let C be an !XZ,-coalgebra. The comultiplication CA C@C 
is itself a map of !IiX,-coalgebras if (and only if) C is commutative. 0 
3.15. Proposition. Let C be a commutative !HX,-coalgebra. Let D, and D, be 
!lix, -coalgebras. Then the map 
Hom,,,~,(C D, @ &I+ Hom,,,,,(C, 0,) x Hom,,>JC, D2) 
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that is induced by the projections 
D, @DD, % D, @!IiI- D, , D,@DD,-, F-63’ 91@ D$ D, 
is a bijection of sets. The invery@;f this bijection sends (CL D,, CR’ D2) to 
the composition C ~ccc -D,@DD,. 0 
3.16. Proposition. When D, and D, are commutative !)iZ,-coalgebras, so is 
D,@DD,. 0 
In view of the last three propositions, it makes sense to refer to C 3CCCaas 
the diagonal of C when C is commutative. 
4. !J32 *-bialgebras and ?HZ ,-Hopf algebras 
4.1. An !XX.+-bialgebra is an !NZ,-module A, together with maps A @ AA A, 
91&!+ A making A into an !liZ’,-algebra, and maps AL A@A, AA!)] 
making A into an !NX,-coalgebra, such that I_L and 77 are both maps of !liZ,- 
coalgebras, or equivalently such that A and E are both maps of !XZ:,-algebras. 
If A is an ?HZ,-bialgebra, then in particular the composition 
must be equal to the composition A @ AA AL A @ A. It is a straight- 
forward exercise to show that this is equivalent to the statement that, for all p 2 0, 
q P 0, r 2 0, and s 2 0, the composition 
is equal to the composition 
A .+,@A,,,=A 
(~)~C~,‘,,,,,((l.3,2.4)) 
p+q+r+.y ’ Ap+r+y+.T 
A ,>+r.<,+., 
-Ap+r@Aq+s > 
where the component maps pi,, and A,,j are as in 3.2 and 3.9. Note that if 
u E AP+4 CXIA,,,~ and if aE.EJl:,, PEZ:,, YES,, sE&, then we always have 
f(uO(a x P x Y x a>> =f(uJO(a x Y x P x 6) 3 
where A1j+4 @ A,+., - ’ A p+r@Ay+s denotes either of the above compositions. 
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We remark that, in view of the preceding paragraph, the condition that 
A@A= A@AAAAAAAAA@A@AAA@A 
equals AmALA& A @ A is not, in general, equivalent to the formally 
analogous condition with @, p, and A replaced by @!,I, pu!jI, and A!H (2.5, 3.2, 3.9), 
for the latter condition involves sums of compositions on the level of component 
maps. Nevertheless, as we show in Proposition 14.6, an !JiS,-bialgebra A does 
have an underlying structure of an ordinary bialgebra in one way with p!,( as the 
algebra multiplication and in another way with A,, as the coalgebra comultipli- 
cation. 
4.2. An !Ji.ZI;,-Hopf algebra is an !JU*-bialgebra A together with an !HZ,-module 
map AA A such that the compositions 
A-%A@A%AAAAA, 
A3-A@A%A@ALA 
are both equal to A -% 91A A. 
4.3. Lemma. Let C be an !HX,-coalgebra and let A be an >JiC,-algebra. The set of 
!JiZ, -module maps Horn mod(C, A) is an associative monoid with product 
fg: c+ ’ C@CaA@A&A 
and unit e : C’-!JiL A. Moreyver, if G C Hom,,,(C, A) is defined to be the 
submonoid consisting of those C- A such that for all c E C there exists n for 
which (f - e)“(c) = 0, then G is a group. 
Proof. The first claim is straightforward. To show that G is a group, let C’- A 
be an element of G. Define f -’ = cr=,, (-1)“f” where f= f - e: the series 
legitimately defines an !JiS:,-module map by the hypothesis on f. We have 
f -‘f = EYE,, (-l)"f"(f + e) = e, and ff -’ = e similarly. 0 
4.4. Proposition. Let A be an !Ji_I$,-bialgebra. If A is connected, there exists 
exactly one !JiX.-module map A A A making A into an !JiX,-Hopf algebra. For 
general A there exists at most one such L. 
Proof. An !JiS,-module map AA A makes A into an !JiC,-Hopf algebra if and 
only if L is a two-sided inverse for the element A- A in the monoid 
Hom,,,,(A, A) of Lemma 4.3. 0 
4.5. Proposition. A B be !HZ,-Hopf algebras. Then A- f 
X_Z,-bialgebras map of 8X:,-Hopf algebras. 
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Proof. To show that the compositions AL A -+ f B and A f -B&B are 
equal, it is enough to show that both are two-sided inverses for A- f B in the 
monoid Horn mod(A, B) of I emma 4.3, but this is straightforward diagram 
chasing. 0 
From the previous two propositions we have the following corollary: 
4.6. Corollary. The category of connected !JiX*-bialgebras is isomorphic to the 
category of connected !JiS, -Hopf algebras. 0 
5. %H*.-Lie algebras 
5.1. For Si_Z,-modules M and N, the set of !JiC,-module maps HommOd(M, N) is 
an !Ji-module in an obvious way. 
5.2. An !J{C,-Lie algebra is an %X,-module L together with an KS,-module 
’ map L@L- L, called the bracket, such that p satisfies the )71X,-Lie identities 
P+po7=0 EHom,,,(L@L,L), 
P~(p~l)+p~(p~l)~~+p~(p~l)~~2=o 
E Hom,,,(L @J L @ L, L) , 
where 7 = (2, l), . L@L+L@L and $=(2,3,1),: L@L@L+L@L@L 
(cf. 2.10). 
Given x E L, and y E L,, we will often write [x, y] E L,,, for the element 
@,,,(x @ y). In this notation, the !HC,-Lie identities satisfied by p are equivalent 
to 
for all U, E L,,, u, E L,?, and 
[[u,, 4, %I + [[uz, 4 %I0 q*.p3,p,K2’ 3,111 
+ [[us, %I> %I0 q3.p,,p2 ((3,1,2)) = 0 
for all u, E L,,,, u2 E LP2, and ~3 E L,?. 
5.3. An !JiX,-Lie algebra L is connected if and only if L,, = 0. 
5.4. Let A be an !JIZ,-algebra. Let p : A @ A* A be the SiZ,-module map 
defined by 
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P=~-~oT EHom,,,,(A@A,A). 
Concretely, 
Lx, Yl = XY - (YX>O ~q.,lKL 1)) 
for all x E A,], y E Ay. It is straightforward to verify that p satisfies the !U,-Lie 
identities of 5.2. The !)IX,-module A together with the bracket p will be called 
the underlying !)i_Z,-Lie algebra A,_ of the !)iC,-algebra A. 
6. Tensor %z*-algebras and tensor %z*,-Lie algebras 
6.1. Tensor !li,Z,-algebras. Given an !NX,-module M, let TM = @I=,, MBk, 
where M@” = !)I, and where MBk . IS the k-fold tensor product M 8. . . @M for 
k 11. Write MB’ -ik TM for the inclusion of the kth summand. The tensor 
!Ii2’:,-algebra on M is the !)iC,-algebra whose underlying !)i2’,-module is TM, 
whose unit is !ji ^I MB”* TM and whose mgjtiplication TM C3 TM --%+TMis 
defined so that the composition MBk C3 M@’ k ’ > TM 63 TM A TM is equal to 
MQ3(k+/) lk+/ 
-+ TM, where we have used the associativity isomorphism (2.9) to 
identify MBk @ MQ3’ with MB”“‘). 
The functor 
T : !)i.Z*-modules+ !)iX,-algebras 
is left adjoint [g] to the forgetful functor: 
6.2 Proposition. Let M be an !Ii_E*-module and A an 91X,-algebra. The natural 
map 
Hom,,&TM, A)+ Hom,,>,(M, A) , 
I 
that sends TM L A to the composition M 2 TM L A, is a bijection of 
sets. 0 
6.3. Tensor !IiZ,-Lie algebras. Given an !U,-module M, let 
NM zz @ M@(#h) , 
hE.V(.Y) 
where the summation is taken over all elements b of N(x), the free non- 
associative monoid without unit on a single symbol x, and where #b denotes the 
number of occurrences of x in 6. There is an obvious (non-associative) multiplica- 
tion NM 8 NM---% NM. Put ZM = KMiJM where JM is the two-sided !hz’,- 
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ideal generated by the images of the maps (cf. 5.2) 
+pQ@l)o~,?: NM@KM@BM-+A’“M. 
The induced map 2!M @ 2’M - ’ 2’M makes 9M into an !HX,-Lie algebra 
(5.2). We have a natural inclusion M L 2?M arising from the inclusion of the 
summand M of NM that is indexed by the element x of N(x). If M is connected 
(2.3), then in view of Theorem 10.6 we will refer to ZM as the tensor Lie algebra 
on M. 
The functor 
2 : !)iZ,-modules+!HS,-Lie algebras 
is left-adjoint to the forgetful functor: 
6.4. Proposition. Let M be an %iZ*-module and let L be an !HZ,-Lie algebra. 
Then the natural map 
Hom,,,(~M, L)+Hom,,,,,(M, L) : 
f 
that sends 2YM --+ L to the composition M L 2’M L L, is a bijection of 
sets. 0 
7. Enveloping ?RZ *-algebras 
7.1. Let L be an !liZ,-Lie algebra. The enveloping 91X.-algebra of L is the 
!liZ,-algebra EL = TLIIL, where IL is the two-sided !)i_X,-ideal in TL that is 
generated by elements of the form 
[i,(xL i,(Y)1 - i,([x, yl) J 
where x E L,, y E L,, [x, y]~ LP+q, the map LL TL is as in 6.1, and the 
bracket [i,(x), i,(y)] is computed in the underlying !NZ,-Lie algebra (TL),_ (5.4) 
of the !liC,-algebra TL. 
The inclusion L-I’ TL induces a map L -& (EL),_ of !)iZ,-Lie algebras. 
This map L’- (EL), will itself be seen (Theorem 8.4) to be an inclusion 
whenever L is connected: other sufficient conditions could presumably be found 
(cf. [9]). In any case, the functor 
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E : !)i_Z,-Lie algebras-+ !HZ,-algebras 
is left adjoint to the underlying !U’,-Lie algebra functor: 
7.2. Proposition. Let L be an !)iZ,-Lie algebra and let A be an !IiC.-algebra. 
Then the map 
Hom,,,(EL, A) -+ HOml_i,(L, AL) , 
that sends EL ’ w A to the composition L L(EL), ‘, - A t,, is a bijection of 
sets. Cl 
7.3. We remark that the permutation group actions on EL are almost never 
trivial or through signs, even if the permutation group actions on L are trivial or 
through signs. For example, when L, = 0 it follows from the definition of (EL), 
as a quotient of (TL)* = L2@(L, @ L,)@!,,C,,X,,,!)iCz that the !)i-module map 
L2@(L, @J L,)-t (EL)2, that sends u E L, to i(u) and u@ w E L, @L, to 
i(u is an isomorphism. (Theorem 11.3 describes a similar isomorphism in all 
higher degrees.) The identity 
(i(u)i(w))o~ = i( - i([w, u]) 
makes clear the general nontriviality of the .Zz action on (EL),. 
We compare !)iX,-enveloping algebras with ordinary enveloping algebras in 
14.2. 
For later use in 13.1 we observe the following: 
7.4. Proposition. Let M be an SIC.-module. The !)iX.-algebra map 
TM-+EZM, 
that extends (Proposition 6.2) the !NXS-module map M ---& 9M 4 EZM, is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof. The inverse is the !)iZ,-algebra map EZ’M+ TM that extends the 
!XZZ,-Lie algebra map ZMA (TM),_ that extends the !HC,-module map 
M&TM. 0 
7.5. !JiZ,-Hopf algebra structure on EL. Let L be an !IiC,-Lie algebra. 
There is an !)iC,-Lie algebra map L+ (EL C9 EL),_ that sends an element 
u E L,> to the element i(u) @ 1 + 1@ i(u) E (EL @ EL),>. Let 
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ELAEL@EL 
be the corresponding %C,-algebra map (Proposition 7.2). 
There is an !)iC,-Lie algebra map L -+ !X,_ that sends every element of L to 0. 
Let 
be the corresponding !H.XC,-algebra map. 
Write (EL)“” for the Ili2’,-algebra whose underlying %X,-module is EL and 
whose multiplication is EL C3 EL ~-ELc~EL* EL. There is an ?H_Z,-Lie 
algebra map L+ ((EL)OP), that sends an element u E L,, to the element -i(u) E 
(EL),. Let 
EL A (EL)“P 
be the corresponding !liX:.-algebra map. 
7.6. Proposition. Let L be an !li_X,-Lie algebra. The maps of !)iC,-modules 
ELAELBEL, ELE- !)I, and EL A EL just described, together with the 
multiplication EL C3 EL A EL and unit !I]& EL for the enveloping algebra, 
define the structure of an !RZ,-Hopf algebra on EL, naturally in L, for which the 
comultiplication A is commutative. 
Proof. The only complication occurs in showing that the compositions 
ELAELC3EL =EL@ELLEL, 
ELLEL@ELxEL@ELaEL 
are both equal to EL+ !)I$ EL. The trouble is that p 0 (163 L) 0 A and 
I_L 0 (L C3 1) 0 A are not, a priori, maps of !liZ,-algebras. A diagram chase, however, 
fL”( I@L)Od 
shows that the composition EL 8 EL& EL- EL is equal to the com- 
position 
GEL@(EL@EL)=EL@ELAEL, 
where the second map is the associativity isomorphism (2.9). It follows that the 
kernel K of I_L 0 (18 L) 0 A is a left !IiZ*-ideal in EL. Since K contains the image of 
L A (EL) L, we may conclude from the construction of EL that K * EL -& !H 
is exact, which forces p 0 (10 L) 0 A = q 0 E as desired. A similar argument shows 
that ~~(~@1)0A=r/~e. 0 
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7.7. Primitives. Let C be an augmented !JiC,-coalgebra. The !HZ,-submodule of 
primitives in C is the kernel PC of the composition CL C@ C+ C A C (cf. 
2.12). Concretely, 
PC,, = {x E C, such that A(x) = x @ 1 + 18x E (C @ C),} 
7.8. Proposition. Let A be an !JiZ,-bialgebra. Then PA is a sub-!JiZ,-Lie algebra 
of A,. 
Proof. Let x E PA,, and y E PA,. To show that 
Nx, ~1) = [x, yl@ 1+ 1 @Lx, Y] 
is a straightforward computation using the identity 
7.9. Remark that, when A is an enveloping !JiX’,-algebra EL, the definition of 
the diagonal EL& EL @ EL implies that the image of the !Ji&-Lie algebra 
map L’- (EL),_ (7.1) is contained in the sub-!JiZ’,-Lie algebra PEL of (EL),. 
By abuse of notation, we will write L A PEL for the !JiC,-Lie algebra map 
such that the composition L L PEL C (EL), is LA (EL),_. 
7.10. Proposition. Let L be an !JiS,-Lie algebra and let A be an !Ji,C,-bialgebra. 
Then the natural map 
“o%algw~ A) -% HomL,,(L, PA), 
that sends EL 
f 
- A to the composition L ‘-PEL pf - PA, is a bijection of sets. 
Proof. If EL’- A is a bialgebra map, then in particular f is $e unique algebra 
map corresponding by Proposition 7.2 to the composition L - PA 9 AL. This 
shows that @ is injective. To show that @ is surjective, let L fi_PA be an 
!JiZ,-Lie algebra map. Let EL- A be the !JiZ,-algebra map corresponding by 
Proposition 7.2 to the !JG,-Lie algebra composition LA PA 9 A,. We must 
show that f is a map of !JiX,-b&flgebras. Now the compositions EL f-A”- 
ABA and ELLELBEL - A @ A have the same effect on elements in the 
image of L-!-+ (EL),. Since both of these compositions are maps of !NZ,- 
algebras, they arefequal by Proposition 7.2. A similar argument shows that the 
composition EL - AA!Ji is equal to ELa?N. n 
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8. The equivalence theorem 
8.1. Let %X,-Lie denote the category of connected !RZ,-Lie algebras. Let 
MZ,-Hopf denote the category of connected %x,-Hopf algebras with commuta- 
tive comultiplication (equivalently, by Corollary 4.6, connected !HZ*-bialgebras 
with commutative comultiplication). The enveloping algebra construction defines 
(Proposition 7.6) a functor 
E : !liX,-Lie+ 9iZ,-Hopf . 
Taking primitives defines (Proposition 7.8) a functor 
P : !NC,-Hopf+ %Z,-Lie . 
Our main result (Theorem 8.4) is that these functors are adjoint equivalences 
of categories. We have already shown adjointness (Proposition 7.10, Corollary 
4.6): 
8.2. Proposition. Let L E !IiX,-Lie, and let A E !)iZ,-Hopf. There is a natural 
bijection of sets 
Hom,,,,(EL A) A Hom,,,(L, PA) 
that sends a map EL 
f 
w A to the composition L APEL- rf PA. 0 
8.3. Given L E !)iC,-Lie, note that the %X,-Lie algebra map LL PEL is by 
definition @(EL =\ EL). Given A E 91X,-Hopf, write EPA AA for the 
91X:, -Hopf algebra map @-‘(PA =\ PA). As an algebra map, e is the extension 
(Proposition 7.2) of PA 4 A,. 
8.4. Theorem. (i) For any A E !liX,-Hopf, the natural map EPA’- A is an 
isomorphism of %2:,-Hopf algebras. 
(ii) For any L E !)i_E,-Lie, the natural map L --& PEL is an isomorphism of 
!N.ZT;,-Lie algebras. 
The proof is completed in Section 13. 
8.5. Corollary. (i) For any two objects A, ,A2 E !)iZ,-Hopf, the functor P gives a 
bijection of morphism sets, 
Homwq&, > Ad LHomLIC(PA,, PA,). 
(ii) For any two objects L,,L, E \3iX,-Lie, the functor E gives a bijection of 
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morphism sets, 
9. Unshuffles and !Kmodule decompositions 
9.1. In the next three sections we examine the underlying graded !H-modules of 
some of the !HZ,-constructions we have defined. In particular we describe the 
following: 
(i) A graded !Ji-module isomorphism (9.7) 
M,5 ~~63MM,-+M,@3...~~M, 
that is natural in !N2,-modules M,, . . . , M,. The left side depends only on the 
underlying graded ?Ii-modules of M, , . . , M,. More precisely, the construction 
M,& .-6MM, (as distinct from the map M,&...&MM,+M,@...@M,) is 
defined for and natural in collections M,, . . , M, of graded %-modules (as 
distinct from !NC,-modules). 
(ii) A graded !Ii- module isomorphism (9.8) 
that is natural in !HC,-modules M. The construction TM is defined for and natural 
in graded !N-modules M. 
(iii) A graded ?)I-module isomorphism (Theorem 10.6) 
that is natural in connected 91X.-modules M. The construction 2?M is defined for 
and natural in connected, graded !H-modules M. 
(iv) A graded ?)I-module isomorphism (Theorem 11.3) 
EL”- EL 
that is natural in connected !HXC,-Lie algebras L. The construction EL is defined 
for and natural in connected, graded !N-modules L. 
For all of the above, we make use of particular elements, the unshuffles, that 
represent the right cosets of xP,, X . . . X zP,, C x,,,, + +Pk. 
9.2. UnshufJles. Suppose given disjoint subsets D,, . , D, of (1, . . , n} whose 
union is { 1,. . . , n}. Some of the D,‘s may be empty. Let p, be the number of 
elements in D,. We will sometimes think of the D,‘s as linearly ordered subsets of 
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(1,. . . ,n} and write Dj = {di ,,,. . , di,y,} with the understanding that d,., < 
. ..<d.,,. We use the notation (D,, . , 
is defined as the composition (cf. 1.3) 
Dk) to represent the element of Z,, that 
{l,...,n}+D,*. ..*D,+{l,...,n}, 
where the first map is the identity on elements and the second map preserves 
order. Thus for 1~ i 5 k and 15 i 5 p, the value of the permutation (D, , . . . , Dk) 
on d, j is pr + .. . + pi_, + j. We say (0, , . . . , Dk) is a p, - . . . -p, unshufle. Note 
that our notation for unshuffles is compatible with the arrangement notation 1.2 
in the sense that (D,, . . , Dk) = (d ,,,, . . , d,,,,, . . , d,,,, . . . , dk,p,). 
In a more general context, if L is a linearly ordered set with II elements, and if 
D,,. . . , D, are disjoint subsets of L whose union is L, it will sometimes be 
convenient to write (Dl, . . , D, ) L) E X, for the unshuffle obtained as the 
composition {l,...,n}*L+D,*.. .*D,+{l,...,n} where the first and 
third maps are the order preserving bijections and the second map is the identity 
on Flements. Put another way, (D,, . . , D, 1 L) = (f(Dl), . . , f(Dk)), where 
L - { 1, . . . , n} is the order preserving bijection. 
9.3. Proposition. The p,- . -pPk unshuffles (D,, . , Dk) constitute a set of right 
coset representatives for XP,, X ’ . . x cpk C 2,) i.e. any CT E x,, has a unique factori- 
zation in the form 
a=(4X...X&)“(D,, . . . . Dk), 
where 4, EZ~,, . . . , C$Q EZpk and where (D,, . . . ,Dk) is a PI-. ..-Pk 
unshufjle. q 
9.4. Proposition. Let (D,, . . . , Dk) be a p,- . . . -pPk unshufie with p, + . . . + pk = 
n. Let (B,, . . . , B,) be a ql- . . -4, unshujj7e with q1 + . . . + q1 = k. Then in 2, the 
unshufJle (Dh,,,, . . . , Dbl.+, . . , D, ,,,‘. . . > D,,,,) is equal to 
(( D h,,,’ . ) Db,.y, I u DB,) x . . . x (D”,,,> . . . 7 Dbl.<,, I u DB)) 
o U DR,, . . . , ( u 4) ) 
where U D, is an abbreviation for the set D, 
that the incluiion U D,, c { 1, . . . , 
I.1 U * * 1 U D, ‘.Y, 
linearly ordered so 
n} is order preserving. q 
9.5. Given (T E 2, and non-negative integers p,, . . . , pk with p, + . f f + pk = n, 
remark that in _Z, we have 
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where %‘p 
0 ‘(I)’ .P<,-l(k)( ) 
u IS as in 1.4, and where (I,, . , Zk) E z’,, is the identity 
permutation thought of as a pl-. . -pPk unshuffle. More generally, we have the 
following: 
9.6. Proposition. Let (T E _Z,, and let (D,, . . . , Dk) be a p,- . . -pPk unshufle with 
p, + ... + pk = n. Then in Z,, we have 
8 pm l(l) ,....,~_,(k)wm.. . . ) Dk) = @b(l), . . . Y b’(k)) 0 
9.7. The construction 6. Let M, , . , M, be !HZ,-modules. Define a graded 
%-module M, 6. . .6?1 M, by 
= CD @ ((M,),,,~...~(M,),,~)x(D,,...,D,), 
,I,+...+pl=” (n I...., Ok) 
p, 2 0 
where the inner summation is taken over all p,- . . . -pPk unshuffles (D,, . . . , Dk), 
and where ((M,),>, @. . .~(M,),~)x(D,,...,D,)d enotes an isomorphic copy of 
((M,),,, 8. . . @ (M,),,J. A generator of ((M, ),,, 8. . . @(M, ),,,) X (0,) . . . , Dk) 
will be denoted (m,~...~mm,)x(D,,...,D,), where rn,@...@m, is a 
generator of ((M,),], 69. . . @ (M,),J. The map 
that sends (m,@...@m,)X (D,,. . . , D,)H(m,~...~m,)o(D,,. .,D,) is 
an isomorphism of graded !)I-modules by Proposition 9.3. 
Making use of Proposition 9.4 in the case where (B,, . . , B,) is the identity 
permutation thought of as a q,- -4, unshuffe, we can define an associativity 
isomorphism 
(M,,, 6. . . 6i M,,k,) 6 * * * 6? (M,., 6. . . ‘ii2 M,,,,) 
that is compatible with the associativity isomorphism for tensor product of 
!)i-Z*-modules (2.9). 
Making use of Proposition 9.6, we can define a commutativity isomorphism 
for (Y E 2, that is compatible with the commutativity isomorphism a# for tensor 
products of !)iC,-modules (2.10). 
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If C and D are !JiC,-modules of the form C = %@ ZC and D = 8 @ID, then 
the projection C@ D -+ C A D of 2.12 is compatible with the obvious projection 
C6D+C7\ D, where we define CX D=IH$(ZC@ZD). 
9.8. The construction FL Given an >Ji_Z,-module M, let TM = @L=, M”, where 
MQo = 91, and where MB’ is the k-fold construction M 6. . .6 M for k P 1. When 
M is connected, note that (FM),, = !H and 
(?M),Z = 6 @ @ 
k-l /J,+...+pk=” (U ,,..., Uk) 
(M,,@+~M,,Jx(D ,,..., Dk) 
/>,r1 
for y1 e 1, where the inner summation is taken over all pr- . . . -pk unshuffles 
(D,, . . . > Dk). 
We end this section by remarking on two properties, more elementary than 
Theorem 8.4, which are possessed by connected %X*-objects and which resemble 
properties of graded objects over a Q-algebra. 
9.9. Powers of primitives. If A is a connected !JiZ,-bialgebra, then the image of 
the comultiplication A -% A @ A is “more dispersed” than is the case with an 
ordinary graded bialgebra. For example, let u E PA, be a primitive element. For 
~12 1, it is easy seen that 
A(u”) = 2 2 (CL” @ u’)o(D, E) E (A 63 A),, , 
p+q=n (I1.E) 
p.yzo 
where the inner summation is taken over all p-q unshuffles (D, E), and where we 
understand u0 = 1 E A,,. (A similar expression holds for Akm’(u, . . . u,,) E A@” 
where u, E PA ,,,, . . . , II,, E PA,,,,.) Observe that every term in the summation lies 
in a different summand of (A 6 A),, . By mapping any one of the summands with 
p I> 1, 4 P 1 back to A,, via multiplication, we see that U” cannot be both nonzero 
and primitive when n 2 2. 
Note that the corresponding statement about powers of primitives is true for an 
ordinary bialgebra over a commutative ring that is a Q-algebra, but not in 
general. 
9.10. The symmetrization map. Given a connected ?NZ,-module M, consider the 
!Jiz,-module map MBk-% MBk defined by @ = c 
module map Mmk 3 M 
Y a#, where the ?JiZ,- 
@’ denotes the left action uz?an element v E Xx as 
defined in 2.10. Clearly @ induces an !JU,-module map (MB’) i-Z’,* (MBk)“, 
where (MRk)lZk is the quotient !JLZ,-module by the left Z,-action, and (MBk)” 
is the !JiZ,-submodule of elements that are fixed by the left X,-action. Define a 
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graded !H-module S,A4 by 
where the inner summation is taken over one unshuffle in each orbit under the 
obvious Xk-action (cf. 11.1). Recalling that M is assumed to be connected, the 
compatibility of the commutativity isomorphism for & with the commutativity 
isomorphism for @ (9.7) readily implies that the compositions 
and 
are both isomorphisms of graded !H-modules. It follows that (M@‘k)lXkL 
(Mwk)‘“- is an isomorphism of !JiC,-modules. 
Note that the corresponding statement about the map 4 is true for modules 
over a commutative ring that is a Q-algebra, but not in general. It is this property 
that, as mentioned in the Introduction, will be seen in [12] to imply that the 
notions of cocommutative Hopf algebra and codivided Hopf algebra coincide in 
the category of connected !JiX,-modules and in the category of modules over a 
Q-algebra. 
10. A decomposition for tensor %X,-Lie algebras 
In this section, we construct the graded !Ji-module isomorphism iY??MAZM 
mentioned in (iii) of 9.1. We begin with two useful formulas (Propositions 10.2 
and 10.3), whose analogues for untwisted Lie algebras are familiar [15, 1.4.3 and 
1.2.11. 
10.1. Let L be an !HZ;,-Lie algebra. Given elements x1 E LPI, . . ,x, E Lpn, it will 
be convenient to write [x,, . . , xn] E Lp,+...+ll,l for the element defined recursively 
by [X,] = Xi and [X,, . ,x,] = [[XI,. Yx,-,], xk]. 
10.2. Proposition. Let A be un !JiZ, -algebra. Let x E A,, y, E A (, , . . . , y,, E A r,s, 
and let (D, E,, . . . , E,) be an s-t,-. . . -t, unshufle. Then 
Lx, Y,, . , y,l"(D, 4,. . . > 6,) 
= c c (-~>“~&Y(E,,R&) > 
“,+;_;;’ (B.C) 
, ’ 
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where the inner summation is taken over 
j+yc denotes yb,,yh,,_, ’ ’ . Yt,,xYc, ’ ’ . Ycy’ 
cEh,,, Eh,,-,, . . ’ Eh,, D, E,,, . > E,<,). 
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all p-q unshufJles (B, C), the symbol - 
and the symbol (EB, D, E,) denotes 
Proof. Repeatedly use Proposition 9.6 and the definition 
[x7 Yl = XY - (YX> o %.,((2,1>> 
forxEA, andyEA,. 0 
From 5.2 we have the identity 
[W> [x7 Yll = [W> x> Yl - [WY Y, Xl” %.,,.sU 3,211 
valid in any !IiC,-Lie algebra L for all w E L,, x E L,, and y E L,. Using this, an 
argument formally analogous to a proof of Proposition 10.2 establishes the 
following: 
10.3 Proposition. Let L be an KZ,-Lie algebra, let w E L,, x E L,, y, E 
L ,,? . > y, E L,,,, and let (A, D, E,, . . . , E,), be an r-s-t,-. . -t, unshufle. Then 
[w,[-~c,Y,,...,Y,I~o(A,D,E,,...,E,) 
= c c (-l)“[w,y,,x, Y,+(AE,, D, &I, 
p+q=,z (8.C) p,qzo 
where the inner summation is taken over all p-q unshuffles (B, C), the symbol 
- 
[w, yB, x, ycl denotes [w, yhp, yhp_,, . , Yh,, x, Y,,, . . , Y,,], and the symbol - 
(A, EB, D, EC) denotes (A, Ebp, Eb,,_,‘. . . , Et,,, D, EC,, . . , E, >. 0 4 
10.4. Rooted unshufles. Consider a function m that assigns to every pl- . . -pPk 
unshuffle (Dl,. . , Dk) where k 2 1, pI 2 1,. . . , pk 2 1, a set m((Dl, . . , Dk)) 
from the list D, , . . , D, of disjoint, nonempty subsets of (1,. . . , pI + . . . + pk}. 
Such an m will be called a member choice function on partitions provided that 
m((D,, . . . , Dk)) = m((Duc,,, . . , Dmckj)) for any c E 2,. 
An unshuffle (0, , . , Dk) will be called rooted iff m((D,, . . . , Dk)) = D,. 
From now on, we assume that we have a fixed member choice function m. A 
reasonable example is the m for which (D,, . . . , Dk) is rooted if and only if 
1E D,. 
10.5. The construction 2M. Let M be a connected !NZ,-module. Define a graded 
%-module _@M by (_@M)” = 0 and, for ~12 1, 
(??M), = 6 @ @ (MPI~...~MPk)X(DI,...,Dk), 
k=l ~,t.--+P~=n (D ,,..., Dk) 
P,Zl rooted 
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where the inner summation is taken over all rooted p,- . . , -pPk unshuffles 
(D,, . . . , Dk). 
Define a map, natural in M, of graded %-modules 
byh((x,@...@.xx,)x(D ,,..., Dk))=[x ,,..., xJo(D ,,..., Dk). 
10.6. Theorem. For all connected %S:,-modules M, the map L?M”- ZM is an 
isomorphism of graded !H -modules. 
Proof. That A is a monomorphism follows from Lemma 10.7. It remains to show 
that A is an epimorphism. Since the image of&M”- ZM contains the image of 
MA ZM, it suffices by construction of ZM to show that Im( A) is a sub-91X:,- 
Lie algebra of 2?M. We first show that Im( A) is a sub-%Z’,-module of ZM. Let 
[X,,...,X~l~(D,>..., Dk) be a generator of Im(A,,), where x, E M,,, . . . , xk E 
MPk, p, 2 1,. . , pk 2 1, p1 + . . . + pk = n, and (D,, . , Dk) is a rooted p,- . . . - 
pk unshuffle. Given (T E _&, we have (Proposition 9.3) that 
(D I,...) Dk)O(T=(~,X...X~k)O(E,,...,Ek) 
for some uniquely determined 4, E x,,,, . . 3 & E z,,,, and Pi- . . . -pk unshuffle 
(El,..., Ek). Hence 
[x ,,..., x,]O(D I,..” Dk)'(T=[y,,...,~kJ~(~,,.",~k), 
where y, = x, 0 (6,). . . , yk = xk 0 (bk. If (E,, . , Ek) is rooted, this is clearly a 
generator of Im(A,). Otherwise m((E,, . . . , Ek)) = Ei for some i with 25 i 5 k, 
and we have 
[yl,. . . ) Yk]O(E,, . . . , 6,) = -[y,, [Y,?. . > Yt-II> Yt+l,. . . ’ Ykl 
~(E;,El,...,E,_,,‘i+l,...,‘k), 
which is contained in Im( A,,) for i = 2 by inspection and for i 2 3 by applying the 
formula from Proposition 10.3. 
Since Im( A) is now shown to be a sub-?IiZ’,-module of Z’M, the formula from 
Proposition 10.3 also shows that Im( A) is closed under the bracket of ZM, and 
hence is a sub-%Z,-Lie algebra of ZM as desired. 0 
10.7. Lemma. The composition of maps of graded !H-modules 
.ZM”- 
” 
.YM+(TM), = TM--;TM 
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is the identity, where v is the !NC,-Lie algebra extension of MI’ TM, and where 
rr is the projection with 
“((X1@‘.. .@xxk)x(D I,.“, D,))=(x,@ 
if (D,, . . . , Dk) is rooted, and 
%-((x, (8. . .@x,)x(D,,...,D,))=O 
otherwise. 
Proof. In TM we have 
v( h((x, 8. . .~xx,>x(D,,...,D,)))=[x,, . . . . xk]o(D ,,..., Dk). 
Expand this by the formula from Proposition 10.2, and the result is obvious. 
0 
10.8. Remark. Let M be an WZ:,-module such that M, is the free !H&-module 
on a set X and such that M, = 0 for p # 1. Applying Theorem 10.6 in the case 
where (D1,..., Dk) is rooted iff 1 E D, shows that (ZM), is free, as an 
8(x, X &_l)-module, on the set X” for n 3 1. 
11. A Poincark-Birkhoff-Witt decomposition for enveloping WZ *-algebras 
In this section we describe the graded S%-modu1e isomorphism EL---% EL 
mentioned in (iv) of 9.1. 
11.1. Representative unshujj7es. Fix integers n and k with 15 k 5 n. Consider the 
set of all pl-. . . -pPk unshuffles (D,, . . . , Dk) with p1 2 1,. . . , pk 2 1, and p, + 
. . . + pk = n. Define an equivalence relation on this set by the condition that 
(D,,.. .,Dk)-(El,.. . , Ek) if and only if there exists some c E Zk with E, = 
D U(l)‘. . . 2 K = Duck,: the equivalence classes correspond to partitions of y1 into k 
nonempty subsets. Assume henceforward that we are given a representative 
unshuffle (D 1, . . . , Dk) in each equivalence class for all (k, n). For example, we 
might declare that (D,, . . . , Dk) is representative iff min(D,) > . . . > min(D,), 
where min(D;) denotes the smallest element of Di C (1,. . , n}. 
11.2. The construction EL. Let L E !liZ,-Lie be a connected !)i.ZI;,-Lie algebra. 




(D ,,_“, Dk) 
PI 2 ’ representative 
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where the inner summation is taken over all representative p,- . . . -pk unshuffles 
(D,, . ” > Dk). 
Define a map, natural in L, of graded !H-modules 
EL& EL 
bY %((UI @.. .~u/,)X(D,,...,D,))=(i(u,)...i(u,))o(D,,...,D,)indegrees 
rzrl, where L A(EL), is as in 7.1, and by c+) : (,$L),,c!!)i& (EL),, in 
degree n = 0. 
We pause to consider a special situation: when the Lie bracket of L is trivial, it 
follows easily from 7.1 or Proposition 7.2 that 
is the symmetric !liZ.-algebra on the !Hs,-module L. We have l?L E @y=,, gkL in 
the notation of 9.10, and the map EL2 EL is clearly an isomorphism of 
graded !)i-modules in this case. 
11.3. Theorem. For all connected ?JiX,-Lie algebras L, the map EL*- EL is an 
isomorphism of graded 91 -modules. 
Proof. Recall (7.1) that we defined EL = TLIIL, where IL was a certain 
two-sided !)iZ,-ideal in the tensor !)iC,-algebra TL. By Lemma 11.5, there exists 
a surjective map TLR- EL, natural in L, such that the composition 
TL=fLAELAEL 
is equal to the quotient map. This at once shows that (Y is surjective. It remains to 
show that CY is injective, which is equivalent to showing that IL is contained in the 
kernel of ?LR’ EL. Now if L’+ L is a surjective map of !)iX,-Lie algebras, 
then it is easily seen that IL’-+ IL is a surjective map of !)iX,-ideals. By 
naturality of R, it suffices to show that IL’ is contained in the kernel of 
TL’L EL’. In particular, we can let L’ = ZL and take for 2L + L the unique 
S%Z,-Lie algebra map such that the composition L & ZL+ L is the identity. 
That Z2!?L is contained in the kernel of ?‘ZL K\ kYL is the content of Lemma 
11.4. 0 
11.4. Lemma. Let M be a connected !HS:,-module. The map 
defined in 11.2 is injective 
A direct proof of Lemma 11.4 is possible at this point using the graded 
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%-module isomorphisms ZM z .=@M (Theorem 10.6) and EZM g TM z FM 
(Proposition 7.4 and 9.8). We will give another argument in Section 13. 
11.5. Lemma. Let L be a connective !HX,-Lie algebra, n 2 1 an integer. Suppose 
given a p,- . . . -pPk unshufjle (0, , . . . , Dk), not necessarily representative, with 
p, 2 1,. . . , pk 2 1, and p, + . . . + pk = n. Then there exists an !N-module map 
R (I?,.. ..Dk) : L,, C3. . .@ LPk + EL,, ) 
natural in L, such that the composition 
L,, @. . . @ LPk---- EL, a, EL,, 
sends a generator u,@...@uu, to (i(ul)...i(u,))o(D,,. . . ,Dk), where 
LL (EL), is as in 7.1. 
The maps &,....J1,) must of course be unique if Theorem 11.3 is true. This fact 
will not be obvious from the argument to follow. 
Proof. We go by induction on k. The case k = 1 is trivial. Assume the result for 
k - 1. Given (0, , . . . , Dk), let v E 2, be the unique permutation such that 
(D <,(I)). . 3 DlrCkJ) is representative. We prove the proposition for k by induction 
on the quantity t(a) which we define to be the least integer such that v E Xk can 
be expressed as a product of t(a) transpositions of adjacent letters. The case 
t(o) = 0 holds only when ~7 is the identity permutation, in which case the 
proposition is trivial. Otherwise there exists a factorization of the form u = ~-0 4, 
where~=1~(2,l)~l~C~_,~~~~~~~~,+,~forsomeiwithl~i~k-l,and 
where t(4) = t(a) - 1. Note that RCn7,,,.. .,u,ck,I has already been defined since 
(D MI)Y,DrCd(k)) ) is representative. In EL we have 
(i(u,>...i(uk))o(D,,...rDk) 
= G(%( I) 1. *. i(u,(kJ)o(DT(I), . . ) DTckj) 
+ (i(u,). . . i(u,_I)i(w)i(u,+z). . . i(uk)) 
o(D~,...,D~~I,D~UD~+~,D;+~,...,D~) 
where w = [u;, u,+, ]o(D;, D,+, 1 DilJ D;+,)E LP,+P,+l. Hence we can define in- 
ductively 
R (I?,, ,D,)(~, @...@uu,) 
= R,, T(I).....D,(k)) (U T(1) @J. . . @ U,(k)) 
+ R(D I.... .D,-,,D,UD,+,,D,+2.. ..Dk) (u,~‘.~~~uu,_,~w~u,+2~~~~~uuk). 
0 
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We end this section by exhibiting an explicit formula that can be used to define 
maps R,,,.. ..D,) as in Lemma 11.5 for one particular set of rooted and representa- 
tive unshuffles. 
11.6. Proposition. Call an unshufle (D,, . . . , Dk) rooted iff 1 E D, and repre- 
sentative iff min(D,) > 1 * . >min(D,). Let A be an !)U:,-algebra, let x, E 
A,,, . . , xk E A,+ with p, 2 1,. . , pk 2 1, and let (D,, . . . , Dk) be a p,- . . . -pk 
unshufie. Then in A,I,+...+,,~ we have (cf. Proposition 9.4) 
(XI . . .xk)o(D,, . ,Dk) 
=i 2 c (Y,-y,P(U DR,>.-JJ Da)> 
/=I q,+...+q,=k (B ,,___, A,) 
Y,?’ Jpeciul 
where the inner summation is taken over all q,- -4, unshufJ?es (B, , . , B,) such 
that (U D,,, . . . , U DA,) is representative and such that (D, 1.1’ . . . ’ Dh,,q I u 43,) 
is rooted for each i with 1~ i 5 1, and where, in the term indexed by (B, : . . , B,), 
the symbol yj is an abbreviation for [x, ,,,, ,x ,,,, ,,]o(Dh, ,, . . , Dh,.,,, ) U DB,). 
Proof. The proof is a straightforward induction on k. q 
12. Primitive generation of objects in !JG,-Hopf 
12.1. Let A E !IiC,-Hopf. Write 
EPA&A 
for the composition EPA ---% EPA L A, where the map cy is as in 11.2, and the 
map e is as in 8.3. 
We have asserted, but not yet fully proved, that (Y (Theorem 11.3) and e 
(Theorem 8.4) are both isomorphisms of graded !N-modules. Assuming neither of 
these results, we devote this section to proving the following: 
12.2. Proposition. For any A E ?NZ,-Hopf, the map EPA"- A is an iso- 
morphism of graded !X-modules. 
12.3. Corollary. Any A E !RX,-Hopf is generated as an !H2:.-algebra by its 
primitive elements. 0 
Proof of Proposition 12.2. The map >Ji = (,6PA),j*FPo = !li is an isomorphism 
of !H-modules by definition. The map PA, = (EPA) , - A 1 is an isomorphism of 
%-modules because (A @ A), = (A, @ >H) CD (!li @ A 1), so that the counital prop- 
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erty of the comultiplication A of A forces every element of A, to be primitive. We 
prove that (EPA) ” ,, - A ,I is an isomorphism of !H-modules for II 2 2 assuming 
inductively that e”,, . . , c?,,_, are all isomorphisms of !H-modules. 
To begin, we make use of the inductive hypothesis to define some auxiliary 
St-module maps. Given 1 5 p 5 n - 1, let 
by the composition A,- 
Gp,_’ (EPA) 
p- PA,, where the second map is the obvious 
projection. Given a p,- . . . -p,unshuffle(D, ,..., D,)withlSp,Sn-l,..., 15 
pkzn-l,putr=p, +...+p,andlet 
P(n,.....n,) . . A.+(PA,,C .@PAJ x (o,, . > Dk) 
be the composition 
where the third map is projection to the appropriate direct summand of (AQ3k)l. 
12.4. Lemma. For u E lZk, the map ~~o~~,~,,,,..,“,,~~~~~) is equal to the composition 
A,~(PA,,~...~PA,,I)x(U ,,..., Dk) 
%PA,<,_,I,l@. . .@PA,<,+J x (D<r+(,), . 1 Q+(k)) > 
where the second map is the obvious !I-module isomorphism. 
Proof. Commutativity of the comultiplication A of A. 0 
12.5. Lemma. The composition 
A++(A@A)+ (A@A),+(A,@A,)x (D, E) 
P(I),. .D,)@4EI, .E,) 
>(((PA,,, 8. . . @ PA,,,> x (0, > . . . > Dk)) 
@((PA,,@.. . C3 PAY,) x (E, > . . , E,))) X (D, E) 
~(PA,,~...~PA,K~PA,,~...~PA,i)X(G,,...,Gk+,) 
is equalto Pee ,..... ok+,)) where the third map in the composition is projection to a direct 
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summand of (A 6 A),, and where (cf. Proposition 9.4) 
(G,,..., G,,,) = ((Dl,. . > Dk)X(E,,...,Ek))O(D,E) 
Proof. Associativity of the comultiplication A of A. 0 
12.6. Lemma. Let (Dl, . . . , Dk) be a representative p,- . . . -pk unshufjle with 1 5 
p,~n-l,..., l~p,~n-1. Let(E ,,..., E,)bearepresentativeq,-...-q,un- 
shuSJle with q, + . . . + q, = p, + . . . + pk = r. The the composition 
(PA,I@~~~@PA,,)x(E,:...,E,)~(~PA),~A~ 
P(O,. 
--.-!% (PAP, 8. . . $3 PAPk) x (D,, . , 1, Dk) 
is the identity if 1 = k and E, = Di for all i with 1~ i 5 k, and is zero if I< k or if 1= k 
and Ei # D, for some i with 14 i 5 k. 
Proof. Keeping in mind that both (0, , . . , DA) and (E, , . . , E,) are representa- 
tive, compute the value of A I- dkm’ (A? on elements of the form (u, . . . u,) 0 
(E,, . . . , E,) where each ui E PA,,. 0 
Write ,6,,_, PA & iPA for the graded sub-M-module consisting of those sum- 
mands (PAP, 8. . . @ PAP,) x (D,, . . . , Dk) of EPA for which 15 p, 5 n - 1 for 
lsilk. Thus for rrl we have 
(&PA), = 6 @ @ (PAp,@...@PA,k) 
k=l p,+“‘+pk=r (D1,...,Dk) 
lsp,sn-I representative 
X (0, >. . > Dk) . 
Note that (EPA). = (E,,-,PA), for 14 YS n - 1, and that 
(EPA), = PA,$3(E,_,PA), . 
Define p : A + E,,_, PA by the condition that, in dimension r 2 1, the com- 
ponent 
is P(O,,...,D,). 
12.7. Lemma. The composition 
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&,PA), Q (EPA) ” .-A,a(E,,_,PA), 
is an isomorphism (not necessarily the identity) of !I{-modules for r P 1. 
Proof. Consider the filtration 0 c F, c . . . C F, = (,6:n_1PA), in which f, is the 
submodule consisting of those summands (P,, @. . * C3 I’,,) X (0,) . . . , Dk) for 
which k i s. By Lemma 12.6, the composite map we are considering preserves 
this filtration and induces the identity on the associated graded. 0 
We now complete the proof that (EPA), “I - An is an St-module isomorphism. 
In view of Lemma 12.7 in the case r = n, it is enough to show that the sequence 
PA II q A n 2 (E,_,PA), is exact. It is trivial that PA,, is contained in the kernel 
of p,. Let u E ker(p,,), so that pcD ,,,,,, [,,)(u) = 0 whenever (D,, . . . , Dk) is a 
representative p,- . . -pPk unshuffle with p, 2 1,. . . , pk 2 1, p, + . . . + pk = n, and 
k 2 2. Lemma 12.4 implies that pcD ,,,, ,1,,)(~) = 0 whenever (0,). . . , Dk) is any 
p,-...-pPk unshuffle withp,rl,...,p,?l,p,+...+p,=n, and kz2. Com- 
bining this with Lemma 12.5, we see that u is in the kernel of the composition 
A/+(A@A),+l A A),,A(A ;\A), 
By Lemma 12.7 for 15 r I n - 1 and the induction hypothesis, the map (p X p), 
is an !li-module isomorphism: hence u is primitive as desired. 0 
13. Proofs of Lemma 11.4 and Theorem 8.4 
13.1. Proof of Lemma 11.4. Let M be a connected ‘Si,?Z*-module. We want to 
show that the map I!?ZM”- E.ZM is injective. This map factors as 
where i and e” are as in 7.9 and 12.1, respectively. Recall that there is a canonical 
isomorphism E2’M G TM (Proposition 7.4). We have yet to prove that 
LA PEL is an isomorphism for general %X,-Lie algebras L, but Lemma 10.7 
allows us to conclude that .2M L EZM, which agrees with ZMA TM, 
includes .2’M as a direct summand of PEJZM z PTM on the level of graded 
‘X-modules. It follows that _&?M ii - EPE~M is injective. Since e” is an iso- 
morphism (Proposition 12.2), (Y is injective as desired. 0 
13.2. Proof of part (i) of Theorem 8.4. Let A E KZ*-Hopf. The composition 
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was called EPA ’ ----+ A (12.1), and has been shown to be an isomorphism 
(Proposition 12.2). The proof that EPA”- EPA is an isomorphism (Theorem 
11.3) was completed in 13.1. Hence EPA A A is an isomorphism as 
desired. q 
13.3 Proof outact (ii) of Theorem 8.4. Let L E!NHG,-Lie. The composition 
EL -% I?PEL k\ EL 
is equal to EL& EL. Since cy and g are both isomorphisms, so is &. By 
definition of E:, this is possible only if L’- PEL is an isomorphism, as 
desired. q 
14. More on %$*-objects and ordinary graded B-objects 
14.1. Signed graded ~)~-~~~~~Ze~. Let X and Y be graded %-modules (2.1). For 
the rest of this section, we will understand the ordinary tensor product X@, Y 
(2.5) to have the ‘signed’ symmetric monoidal structure for which the com- 
mutativity isomorphism 
X@,:,$ YT’ Yea), x 
sends x @I y E X,, ~9 Y(! to (-1)“‘~ @x f Y, @ Xp. Hopf algebras and related 
objects based on graded )li-modules with this signed definition of T are discussed 
in [ll]. 
In a slight deviation from [ll]? we will understand a graded Lie algebra to be 
any graded %-module Z endowed with a bracket operation B : Z Qji Z+ Z such 
that 
B + BoT=O EHom,,(Z@, 2, Z), 
B~(B~,l)+B~(B~,l)~~+B~(B~Il)~ZV2 
= 0 E Hom,,(Z@, Z@, Z, 2) , 
where ~=(l~~~,T)~(Tf9,H1):Z~,Z~,~Z--,Z~~~Z~~,~Z. Writing [-,-I 
for B, 4 : -q@zq-q+q’ 
(signed) Lie identities 
the above identities on B are, concretely, the usual 
ix, Yl + (-l)“‘“(y, xl = 0, 
m, Yl, 21 + (-l)“‘“+“[[y, 21, x] + (-l)(P”+f[z, x], y) = 0 ) 
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for xEZ,>, yEZ,, and z E Z,. The enveloping algebra UZ of a graded Lie 
algebra Z is defined as in [ 111, but the canonical map Z+ UZ is not guaranteed 
to be injective. 
Given a graded !li-module X, we have an associated !)U;,-module ?X with 
*X,, = X,, as an !li-module for all n 2 0, and with permutation group actions 
defined by x 0 v = sgn(a)x for all x E X,, and (T E 2’,, where sgn(a) denotes the 
sign of the permutation CT. 
14.2. The functor (-)/2X,. Given an !)ix,-module M, we can define a graded 
!R-module M/+2, by the condition that (M/*2,), is the quotient module 
M,/ ?S:,, of M, by the equivalence relation x 0 (T - sgn(a)x for all x E M, and 
UE-z,. 
We have an obvious surjection of !Nx;,-modules M-+ k(M/kC,), natural in 
M, and an obvious isomorphism of graded !N-modules (Ifr X) / ? z* A X, natural 
in X. (The functor (-)/ +z* is left adjoint to the functor ‘(-).) 
There is an obvious isomorphism of graded !)I-modules 
that is natural in !Nx,-modules M and N, and that commutes with the associativi- 
ty and commutativity isomorphisms of the tensor products. It follows that the 
functor 
(-) / ?x.+ : 91x,-modules- graded !li-modules 
sends !liJ$,-algebras, commutative algebras, coalgebras, commutative coalgebras, 
bialgebras, Hopf algebras, and Lie algebras to their graded counterparts in a 
natural way. Similarly, the !lix,-module map 
(ox)@+ ~(X@:,, y> 
defined, for graded !)i-modules X and Y, to send (x By)” c to sgn(v)(x (By), is 
the basis of a formal proof of the obvious fact that the functor *(-) takes graded 
!H-algebras, commutative algebras, and Lie algebras to their !Bz,-counterparts. 
It is worth noting that the functor *(-) does not preserve enveloping algebras. 
We have rather that 
for any !HC,-Lie algebra L by 7.1 or Proposition 7.2. Hence, given a graded Lie 
algebra Z, there is a natural surjection 
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that is almost never injective (cf. 7.3). 
14.3. The functors (-)?“. Given an !liZ,-module M, we can define a graded 
%-module M *I* by the condition that the %-module (M”‘), is the submodule 
Mzxri of M,, consisting of those x E M,, such that x0 (T = sgn(a)x for all (T E 2,. 
We have an obvious inclusion of DiJ5:,-modules k(M”‘) 9 M, natural in M, 
and an obvious isomorphism of graded %-modules X’- (2X)*‘*, natural in X. 
(The functor (-)?‘* is right adjoint to the functor *(-).) 
Given !)iC*-modules M and N, there is a natural isomorphism of !)i-modules 
@ 
,I + y = n 
(M,, @ Nq)i)I(%x’~)& ((M@ N)“‘), 
that is induced by sending u @ u E M,] @ N, to 
(u @ u> o ( c w((D, E))(D, E)) E CM @ Wp+y > 
(D,E) 
where the summation is taken over all p-q unshuffles (9.2, but any other set of 
right coset representatives would define the same map). Precomposing with the 
direct sum of the obvious maps M$‘p@ Nc’y-+(M,,CS Ny)*(‘~;lx’~) provides a 
natural homomorphism of graded ?)I-modules 
that commutes with the associativity and commutativity isomorphisms for tensor 
product. We will say that adequate flatness is present if the maps 
M+, @ Nm- 
fu&tor 
;‘Y~(M,,~N~~)~(~,)~~~I) are isomorphisms for all p 2 0 and q 2 0. The 
(-)*“ : !)I,%:,-modules- graded !)i-modules 
therefore sends !)iZ,-algebras, commutative algebras, and Lie algebras to their 
graded counterparts under all circumstances, and sends >Ii_Z,-coalgebras, com- 
mutative coalgebras, bialgebras, and Hopf algebras to their graded counterparts 
when adequate flatness is present. Similarly, the !ji2’,-module map 
*(x63!,, Y)-t(sq@(tY) 
defined, for graded !I{-modules X and Y, to send x @ y E X,, @ Y, to 
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the summation being over all p-q unshuffles (D, E), allows us to exhibit induced 
%x,-coalgebra or commutative ~%ZJ-coalgebra structures on +C when C is a 
graded coalgebra or commutative coalgebra. Because this map +-(X0, Y)+ 
(kX)@(kY) is not inverse to the map (?X)@(*Y)-+*(X@!,, Y) of 14.2, 
however, we do not obtain an tHZ,-bialgebra structure on ?A when A is a 
graded bialgebra. 
14.4. Symmetrized multiplication. Let A be an ?HZ:,-algebra. In 3.2, we observed 
that (A, P!~, T,I) is a graded alybra, where A @!x A 3 A is assembled from the 
component maps A, @I A 4 ---+A,+, of the multiplication p of A. 
Define the symmetrized TP$iplication A @!,( A 3 A by the condition that the 
component map A, @ A, - A, +4 satisfies 
w,,,~(u @ v> = (uv>~ ( c ssn((D, E))(D, El) ,
(D.E) 
where the summation is taken over all p-q unshuffles (D, E). (In this case it does 
make a difference which set of coset representatives we are using.) It is readily 
verified that (A, SW, 7) is a graded algebra which, unlike (A, p!,(, T), is a 
commutative graded algebra when (A, p, 7) is a commutative !li_Z,-algebra. 
14.5. Symmetrized comultiplication. Let (C, A, e) be an Six,-coalgebra. In 3.9 
above, we observed that (C, A:,(, E) is a grad:d coalgebra, where C * C @!H C is 
assembled from the component maps Cp+q 4 C, @ C, of the comultiplication A 
of c. 
Define the symmetrized ~~multiplication C 3 CO,, C by the condition that 
the component map C,,+(, 4 C, @ C, satisfies 
$.,(u) = & (u” ( c sgn((Q E))(D, VI)] 3 
(I1.E) 
where the summation is taken over all p-q unshuffles (D, E). It is readily verified 
that (C, sA, Z) is a graded coalgebra which, unlike (C, A,, , F), is a commutative 
graded coalgebra when (C, A, e) is a commutative !liZ,-coalgebra. 
It is now a straightforward exercise to verify the following: 
14.6. Proposition. Let (A, p, v, A, .s) be an !liZ.-bialgebra 
(i) (A, pL!,(, 77, sA, F) is a graded bialgebra. 
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(ii> (A, SK 7, A,,, E) is a graded bialgebra. 
(iii) The map A-+ Al 22, of graded !X-modules is a graded bialgebra homo- 
morphism from (A, rub,?, q,sA, E) to (A/-+-Z,, p/tX,, 7, A/kS,, E). 
(iv) When adequate flatness is present, the map A*’ _ + A of graded !R-modules 
is a graded bialgebra homomorphism from (A?“, pLf\‘*, 7, A*‘*, E) to (A, sp, 7, 
A !)I> &). 0 
14.7. In conclusion, note that the entire discussion of this section could be 
duplicated without signs, thus in particular providing two unsigned graded 
bialgebra structures on the underlying graded !Wmodule of an !liX*-bialgebra A. 
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